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Date: 11.22.17 

at that cited: palo alto museum on thanksgiving; after church service; and charity meal; couldn’t find 

online that it was closed … and it is so doing a review dad means look-over from outside. The egg-shell 

like “pottery” 

tag[s]: holiday tradition, the death project for the fvp, auto-man mind channels, study notes et al  

 

 is reminiscent of some of my own l’arte. No, offense? There of course seems to be [no,] almost debris in 

the egg-shells of “pottery” If you grab one, might that be stealing; and I believe that’s part of the point.  

 

The front door-way looks very elementary school office.  

But the weight of the collected debris like side whiff; instead of something mud-filled? No offense, mud; 

points to the sturdy-ness of covering i.e. spaces of shelter: and those include outside vest-like, rest-like 

spaces, and of course work-spaces. 

 

The memorial of bricks; almost a fan of trigs from many proximate  non-sliding landslides; another 

reminiscent from even a recent past holid-y.  

   Of course as one-of-the few hanging roofs long enough for the rain’s yield; in the area; depending on 

the actual age of the proximate standing structures lending discovery to what ming might have been the 

weather here.  

  Whether to sprinkle or not; can’t you imagine the group perhaps not attached to one another on such 

a sprinkler’s roof, underneath the weighted new dirt.  Of course there’s the loom of the fluid while 

what’s connected to egg-shell, is formed; of course with the artist-creator’s face hidden in my snap-shot;  

there’s a focus of gender and perhaps birth; and perhaps even union: the shape of the looming model-

form of course is often associated with female … form and what about at this stage of its forming the 

absence of fringe might point to what specific genda.  

In the office window 
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Glass is the sky-view; not I think photograph-able through this lenses- and across of course is another 

scrape view of trees. But on check they sky-view 1st referenced has shown up in another caught image. 

Like fish. And I forgot that upon request: I also included 

My cigarette temporary l’arte vase. Since I’m new to smoking; in this lite, anyway. 

theme: [life=lite?] 

| 

\/ 

scar-fed to warmth 

 

 

Part next Outside. 11.22.17 
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  I haven’t yet read the inscription; but in the sway of hood; it speaks of fashion; as in a fashion’s hood: 

the obviou- shelter including tree-houses, as; something like a terminator apocalypse [sp?] and 

raindrops such as the song. .. s 

there’s a real? nest nearby, like my old shared no quiet? Neighborhood, and would just one occupy this 

shindig; I once maybe not alone searcher-d for it on my alma mater’s [undergrad] campus; it had been 

[ad]ded? but not scene? there.  

will I read the inscription  under scattered/know by scattered, leaves. 

Get it, before  

leaving.  

 

11.23.17 

  Instead of the 2nd museum; this two-day vis-à-vis [reverse meaning] from the library. From the cited: 

source; on page 5; it’s like cited: c.i.a. operations; hint on the use of drugs; and their breakdown … had 

to take a brake for … 

after thanksgiving meal.  

    Then was given thanksgiving flowers and stuffed one of my scent bottles with its few Now out-

another reminiscent temporary l’arte project inquisitive theme: what’s the difference between 

spraying yourself with this; and clean? 

 As usual empty can: filled with rest of flowers. 

+ stems; for the most part: buds + floral parts first; and then stems; as usual use stems for stuffing.  

[fiction posting / \, back to fiction-posting] 

In its first stage:  

It’s a treasure 

Heirloom; or trinket. 

Wrap the stems  

In in given napkin like an extended symbol  of death;  

theme: what happens if the chime is extended.  

a different version of the cited: statue of liberty 
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The temporary l’arte  the Christmas cited: miss America holding; cited: cherry vanilla crème soda; before 

going in the trash;  

tag[s]: structural l’arte 

 

… 

Special notes [of studying at this STAGE the not included here yet source, citation, but upcoming soon,] 

Where drugs 

Are like 

Bricks with 

“additive” s 

Stronger for the building; and weaker for the body Is it in the sur-real, in metaphysics? That if body were 

like a , buildings “additives” wood to mean only more strength, … structure, et al 

tag[s]: construction, movement art.  
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Lolo, look next, there’s sky in the scrape too, can you se’a it. It’s now a ship, ship navigator or what I call 

gator on the se’ a and my gosh, is the brick[s] the new sky; on re-interpretation, why no-t 
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